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•  Hardware Details 
•  Software Platform 
•  Autopilot Architecture  

o  Primary Modes and 
o  Autonomous Modes 

Ø  GPS Hold 
Ø  Waypoint Navigation  
Ø  Leader Follower 

2.  Cooperative Control Experiments 
•  Frames of reference 
•  Inner Control loops 
•  Waypoint navigation 
•  Consensus law 
•  Communication Protocols 
•  Experiments 

Two Parts 



Quadcopters: Making, Controlling 
and Flying 



Basic Mathematical Model 



What	is	a	Quadcopter? 

• Pair	of	rota3ng	and	
counter-rota3ng	
rotors 

• Fixed	axes:	Parallel	
to	each	other,	
perpendicular	to	the	
frame 

• Fixed	pitch	
propellers 

• Variable	speed	of	
rota3on 
 

Six	degrees	of	freedom: 
(x,	y,	z,	𝟇, 𝞱, 𝟁) 



Basic	Movements 

Al3tude:		 Roll 

Pitch Yaw 

LiJ:		 



Control	Inputs 

• Al3tude 
 

• Roll	 
 

• Pitch 
 

• Yaw 
 



Mathema3cal	Modeling 

To	derive	a	model	which: 
• Describes	mo3on	of	the	quadrotor	based	on	
the	control	inputs 

• Useful	in	predic3ng	posi3ons	reached	by	the	
quadrotor	by	knowing	the	speeds	of	the	four	
motors 

• Assump3ons	in	model: 
– Rigid,	symmetrical	structure 

– CoG	and	body	fixed	frame	coincide 

– Rigid	propellers 



Mathema3cal	Modeling

• The	equa3ons	of	mo3on	obtained	are:



Motor	Speeds	and	Input	Voltage 



Hardware Details 



Component	Selec3on 

Component Parameter 
Motors Voltage,	WaUage,	Speed,	Weight 
Propellers Diameter,	Pitch 
BaUery Voltage	and	Current	Ra3ng,	Weight 

Frame Dimensions,	Weight 
ESCs Current	Ra3ng 
Controller	and	Electronics Processing	power,	sensor	integra3on,	

SoJware	Support 

Weight	+	Payload Flight	3me 

Thrust/Weight Dimensions 

Design Parameters 



Motor	+	Propeller	Selec3on
Total	Thrust	=	2.4	

kg 
Each	motor	=	

600	g 

Turnigy	Park	
480	1320	Kv	

Motor 

Select	propeller	
with	minimum	
dimensions 

6x4:	420	g 7x5:	920	g 

Control	of	Autonomous	Quadrotor	Helicopters 13

1320Kv	Park	480	motor	thrust	plot: 
Thrust	produced	v/s	duty	cycle 

Linear	opera3ng	range: 
From	40%	to	80%, 
with	Hovering	thrust	(380	gm)	at	60% 





In Table 6.1, the 1200kV , 1400kV and 1450kV motors along with all the propeller 
combinations are tested with 5000mAh battery. 1250_1 represents the RimFire 1250kV motor 
tested along with the 5000mAh battery. Similarly, 1250_2 means the same motor tested with 
6400mAh battery. 



Park	480	1320	KV		(8x4)	Thrust	vs	PWM	 Park	480	1320	KV		(8x4)	Current	vs	PWM	





Hardware	Specifica3ons 

• Aluminum/Carbon	Fibre	Structure 

• Park	480	1320Kv	motors 

• Turnigy	AE-30A	Brushless	ESC 

• Atmega	2560	Microcontroller	Unit 

• Turnigy	9XR	with	Orange	R800X	2.4	GHz	
TransmiUer/Receiver	Module	 
• MPU6000	IMU 

• MS5611	barometer 

• 3S,	11.1V,	5000mAh,	35-70C	Turnigy	Nanotech	LiPo	
baUery 





Hardware	Architecture 



Hardware	Architecture 



Software Platform 



SoJware	Plalorm	Selec3on 

• Main	aim:	Tes3ng	of	Coopera3ve	Control	strategies	
rather	than	developing	whole	soJware	system 

• Ease	of	coding	and	fast	development: 
– Arduino	selected	over	ARM	plalorm 

– Open-source	soJware	over	self	developed	code 

– AeroQuad	v/s	APM	ArduPilot 



AeroQuad	v/s	ArduPilot 

AeroQuad ArduPilot 

Modularity Good Poor 

Readability Good Poor 

Target	Hardware Mul3-board Compact 

Target	Processor ATmega	2560 ATmega	2560 

Hardware Bulky,	non-robust Compact,	robust 

AeroQuad	
code 

APM	2.5	
Board 



AeroQuad Configurator



Autopilot Architecture – Primary 
Modes 



The	Rate	Mode	Control	Loop 



The	Amtude	Mode	Control	Loop 



Heading	Hold



Al3tude	Hold 







Autonomous Modes 



- Φ 

- Φ 



Waypoint		
Naviga3on 

• Es3mates	of	speed	&	posi3on	are	
based	on	current	and	last	GPS	data	
and	3me	elapsed. 
• The	new	mission	posi3on	is	
updated	when	the	Quadcopter	
reaches	within	the	circle	of	radius	
(Dmin	=	2.5	m)	centered	at	the	
waypoint. 
 

Fig 10 : GPS Navigation flowchart 



GPS	Posi3on	Hold 

Fig:	Google	earth	plot	for	GPS	posi3on	hold	mode 



Waypoint	Naviga3on 



Leader	–	Follower	Configura3on	
Waypoint	Naviga3on	to	Leader’s	Coordinates	 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 16 : Xbee configuration for Co-operative Control 



Followers	converging	to	leader’s	
posi3on 



Leader – Follower Configuration  
Both Moving 

Fig 18 : Co-operative Control plot with leader-follower configuration 



Part 2 
 

Cooperative Control Experiments 
 

•  Frames of reference 
•  Inner Control loops 
•  Waypoint navigation 
•  Consensus law 
•  Communication Protocols 
•  Experiments 







What have we achieved?

I Experimental verification of a decentralized consensus law for
double integrators on three physical quadrotors.

Run 1 Communication using the Zigbee protocol in
broadcast mode (ECC 2016)

Run 2 Communication using an indigenously developed
protocol with time-slotting for improved
efficiency

I Under mild assumptions, shown that quadrotors can be
modelled as double integrators



State of the art

I Sophisticated theory for multiagent consensus (single and
double integrator agents) already developed

I Practical implementation:
I Indoors, with motion capture cameras
I Using centralized control algorithms

I COLLMOT group, Eötvös University, Hungary: distributed,
empirical consensus law without proof of convergence

We experimentally verified a theoretically provable
consensus law



Quadrotor dynamics

Frames of reference:

mg

T4

T3

T = ∑4
i=1 Ti T2

ω1

xV

yV

zE

xE

yE

θy

yB xB

Front

ω3

ω4

ω2

zB
θr

T1

θp{B}

{V }

{E}

Earth frame, {E}
I xE− axis points in

the north direction
I yE− axis points in

the east direction
I zE− axis points in

the up direction

Use: Analysis of consensus of agents done in the Earth frame



Quadrotor dynamics

Frames of reference:

mg

T4

T3

T = ∑4
i=1 Ti T2

ω1

xV

yV

zE

xE

yE

θy

yB xB

Front

ω3

ω4

ω2

zB
θr

T1

θp{B}

{V }

{E}

Body frame, {B}
I xB− axis points

towards front end
I yB− axis points

towards right end
I zB− axis points

downwards

Use: All state measurements done with respect to the body frame



Quadrotor dynamics

Frames of reference:

mg

T4

T3

T = ∑4
i=1 Ti T2

ω1

xV

yV

zE

xE

yE

θy

yB xB

Front

ω3

ω4

ω2

zB
θr

T1

θp{B}

{V }

{E}

An auxiliary frame, {V},
I same origin as {B}
I zV axis is parallel to

zE− axis
I xV , yV− axes are

projections of xB, yB
onto a plane parallel
to the xEyE− plane
in {E} and passing
through the origin of
{V }.

Use: Helps in approximating the quadrotors as double integrators



Quadrotor dynamics

I Motion along six degrees of freedom achieved by varying rotor
speeds, ω̄i

I Generating pairwise difference in rotor thrusts leads to
rotational motion

I 
T
τx
τy
τz

 =


−b −b −b −b
0 −db 0 db
db 0 −db 0
k −k k −k



ω̄2

1
ω̄2

2
ω̄2

3
ω̄2

4

 = A


ω̄2

1
ω̄2

2
ω̄2

3
ω̄2

4

 (1)

where,
I T is thrust generated,

[
τx τy τz

]T are the torques
generated

I b,k: constants
I d : distance of the motor from the CoG of the quadrotor



Control loops

θp
θy
θ̇r
θ̇p

θ̇y

θr

θy

θ̇y
Kdy

θ̇∗y

θ∗y

ω0
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z

pE
z

ṗz
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ṗz
E

Kdz

Kpy

T

θ̇r
∗

θ̇p
∗

Waypoint Navigation Control loops

θ̇p
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τz

Kpz

Altitude Control loop

Heading Control loop
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x
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w̄ 2
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2

Figure: A block diagram of the quadrotor control loops



Waypoint navigation

I Process by which the quadrotor navigates to different
positions pE =

[
pE

x pE
y

]T
∈ R2 in {E}

I Generate τx and τy to vary θp and θr and thus maneuver the
quadrotor

I Keep θy constant using heading control loop.



Waypoint navigation
I Consider the frame {V }. To accelerate along xV− and yV−

axes, we need to generate forces

f V
x = T sin θp ≈ Tθp (2)
f V
y = T sin θr cos θp ≈ Tθr . (3)

for small θx and θy
I We control the motion using a PD law

fV∗ = mKf [Kp(pV∗ − pV )− vV ] (4)

where fV =
[
f V
x f V

y

]T
I Then, desired values of angles, Θ∗ =

[
θ∗p θ∗r

]
∈ R2 are

Θ∗ = mKf
T [Kp(pE∗ − pE )− vE ] (5)



Waypoint navigation

I To attain Θ∗ =
[
θ∗p θ∗r

]
∈ R2, generate torques

Γ̃ =
[
τx τy

]T
∈ R2 using a PD controller

Γ̃ = Kpr,p (Θ∗ −Θ) + Kdr,p (Θ̇∗ − Θ̇) (6)

where Kpr,p =
[
Kpr Kpp

]T
∈ R2 and

Kdr,p =
[
Kdr Kdp

]T
∈ R2 are the control gains.

I Controller designed such that θp → θ∗p and θr → θ∗r almost
immediately



Waypoint navigation

In the {E} frame,
fE = RE

V fV (7)

and

f V
x = T sin θp ≈ Tθp (8)
f V
y = T sin θr cos θp ≈ Tθr . (9)

for small θx and θy

If we can vary θp and θr independently and
instantaneously, then motion in the xE yE− plane can be

modelled as a double integrator.



Waypoint navigation

I We vary θp and θr independently and quickly such that
change in angle is much faster than translational motion

I As θp and θr change, the vertical component of T reduces by
a factor of the cosine of θp and θr

I But θp and θr are small and altitude control loop is fast

Hence the quadrotor can be modelled as a double integrator

ṗE = vE , v̇E = fE (10)

where
I pE =

[
pE

x pE
y

]T
∈ R2 is the position in {E}

I vE =
[
vE

x vE
y

]T
∈ R2 is the velocity in {E}

I fE =
[
f E
x f E

y

]T
∈ R2 is the acceleration input in {E}



Consensus law

I If, for all pE
i (0) and vE

i (0) and all i , j = 1, ..., n,
‖pE

i (t)− pE
j (t)‖ → 0 and vE

i → 0 as t →∞ then consensus
achieved

I Information exchange modelled as undirected graph
Gn := (V, E) where V = {1, ..., n} is the set of nodes and
E ⊆ (V × V) is the set of edges

I Node ≡ quadrotor, edge ≡ available communication channel
I Set of neighbours, Ni := {j ∈ V : (i , j) ∈ E}.
I Laplacian matrix Ln of a graph Gn is given by
Ln = [lij ] ∈ Rn×n; lij = −aij , i 6= j , lii =

∑n
j=1,j 6=i aij .



Consensus!

Each quadrotor obeys the control law

Initial states

Decentralized cooperative control of quadrotor teams

Quadrotor team



Consensus law
Theorem
Given a system

ṗE = vE , v̇E = fE (12)

The control law 1,

fE
i =

∑
j∈Ni

aij(pE
j − pE

i )− βvE
i , i = 1, ..., n

achieves consensus asymptotically iff Gn is connected

As a result

I p(t)→ (β1n1T
n ⊗ I2)p(0) + (1n1T

n ⊗ I2)v(0)
I v(t)→ 0 as t →∞

Hence ‖pE
i (t)− pE

j (t)‖ → 0 and vE
i → 0 as t →∞ for all

i , j = 1, ..., n
1Proof similar to W. Ren, R. Beard, Distributed consensus in multi-vehicle cooperative control, Springer, 2008



Experiment overview

I Each quadrotor shares its position information,
pE =

[
pE

x pE
y

]T
which is measured by the on-board GPS

receiver with its neighbours
I Efficient communication mechanism between agents vital for

the successful demonstration of the consensus law
Run 1

I Zigbee protocol in broadcast
mode

I Reliable data transmission and
reception hampered by data
collisions

Run 2
I Indigenously developed

protocol with time-slotting for
improved efficiency

I Can deal with node failure



Run 1
Zigbee protocol in broadcast mode

Consensus Video



Run 1: Position plots
Zigbee protocol in broadcast mode

Latitude and Longitude tracking



Run 1: Angle correction plots
Zigbee protocol in broadcast mode

Roll and pitch angle correction



Run 1: Communication protocol efficiency
Zigbee protocol in broadcast mode

% Successful transmission and and Throughput



Run 2: Hardware Architecture
Indigenously developed protocol



Run 2: Features
Indigenously developed protocol

Time synchronization Correction for clock drift
Slotting into frames Every node assigned time slot to send its

location packet
Link break control To remove dependency on master node for

synchronization



Run 2: Consensus Plot
Indigenously developed protocol

Figure: Three nodes reaching consensus successfully



Run 2: Relative position error, Node 1
Indigenously developed protocol

Figure: Relative position error for Node 1



Run 2: Relative position error, Node 2
Indigenously developed protocol

Figure: Relative position error for Node 2



Run 2: Relative position error, Node 3
Indigenously developed protocol

Figure: Relative position error for Node 3



Run 2: Altitude Hold, all nodes
Indigenously developed protocol



Run 2: Heading Hold, all nodes
Indigenously developed protocol



Conclusion

Experimentally verified a decentralized consensus law wherein
I On-board controllers take navigation decisions by

communication with its neighbours =⇒ decentralized!
I Justification for approximating the quadrotor as two

independent double integrators acting along the x and y−
axes of motion

I Outdoor environment =⇒ inherent GPS errors. However,
the quadrotors still successfully managed to reach consensus.



Future Work

Extension to a bigger system:
I Repeat the experiment with five physical quadrotors using our

newly developed communication protocol.
I Implementing our existing consensus theory in the Robot

Operation System (ROS) environment on the virtual
quadrotors.

I Integrating the physical and virtual quadrotors to perform in a
common environment.

I Develop algorithms to
I Help choose the "ideal" leader(s) so that the whole group of

agents is driven to consensus faster or with minimum fuel
expenditure



Future Work

Implementation of time-optimal consensus laws: Monash Swarm
Robotics Laboratory

I Indoor quadrotor testbed; No external disturbances
I Motion sensor cameras: precise localization of the agents
I Aim to test agressive time-optimal consensus laws in this

indoor environment.



Thank you :)

Questions?
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